
 

 
ROCKWELL GROUP DESIGNS ZAYTINYA RESTAURANT AT THE RITZ CARLTON, NEW YORK  

 

 
 

Rockwell Group, the leading New York based architecture and design studio, has unveiled the interiors 

for Zaytinya, a new restaurant under the direction of two-star Michelin Chef José Andrés. Zaytinya is 

a celebration of José’s vast knowledge of Mediterranean cuisine, authentic and innovative, the menu 

pairs perfectly with the airy space. 

 

Rockwell Group’s design for the 140-cover restaurant situated at the Ritz Carlton, New York, 

incorporates the blissful cyan blue colour of pristine Mediterranean waters. Elsewhere, a light and 

neutral scheme of warming bronze metals and white oak woods create a strong contrast against these 

brighter blue additions, pattern detailing and specially commissioned artwork. Architectural finishes 

have also been primarily kept as the neutral base to offset these elements of texture and pattern 

found in the upholstered banquettes and at the bar. 

 

 



 

 

Exposed wood ceiling beams interspersed with acoustic linen-textured panels correspond to the floor 

bands, creating a sense of rhythm throughout the space. Layers of sheer blue ombré curtain provide 

light privacy and line the vast floor to ceiling street-facing windows. The adjacent wall contains large 

arched antique bronze mirrors and booth seating, which compliments the warm leather detailing on 

the Millwork credenzas. 

 

 

 

Soft and undulating curves and an assortment of textures playfully transport guests to a modern 

abstraction of the coast. Alluding to the fluting of columns, walls are treated with tambour details and 

a custom atmospheric plaster effect. Clusters of woven textile pendants in varying shapes and heights 

float from the high ceilings, casting a generous warm glow in the main dining room.  



 

In addition, illustrations designed by Rockwell Group’s Graphics studio, have been hand painted on 

linen shades created by The Alpha Workshops, a not for profit which provides decorative arts 

education and employment to adults with visible or invisible disabilities. The line drawings celebrate 

Mediterranean culture, its harvests and ancient art. A further art piece, a custom mural of a 

meandering Mediterranean landscape, can be found at the restaurant entrance where guests are 

greeted. 

 

 

 

The bar occupies a vast portion of the back wall of the space and has been built with a blue lavastone 

top and chiselled stone bar die. A custom backlit backbar screen draws the eye and is made of two-

toned blue glass discs inspired by the Evil Eye “Mati,” the magical and protective talisman. This eye-

catching design curves right up to the high ceiling with impressive sculptural effect. A custom Gio 

Ponti-inspired tiled floor depicting an abstracted olive and leaf surrounds the bar and provides a  visual 

connectiveness to the Evil Eye patterned backbar screen. 



 

 

 

NOTES TO EDITORS  

Photography credit: Jase Varney 

Location: The Ritz-Carlton, 25 West 28th Street, New York 
 
About Rockwell Group  
 
Based in New York with satellite offices in Madrid and Los Angeles, Rockwell Group is an 
interdisciplinary architecture and design firm that emphasizes innovation and thought leadership in 
every project.  Founded by David Rockwell, FAIA, and led by David and partners Shawn Sullivan and 
Greg Keffer, the firm merges theatre, performance, and architecture to create extraordinary 
experiences and built environments across the globe.   
  
Projects include the Hopkins Student Centre for Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore); Union Square 
Cafe and Daily Provisions (New York); Amtrak and LIRR’s Waiting Room at Moynihan Train Hall (New 
York); Nobu restaurants and hotels worldwide; exhibition design for the National Centre for Civil and 
Human Rights (Atlanta); Equinox Hotel (New York); Moxy hotels (Times Square, Chelsea, East Village 
and South Beach); W Hotels worldwide; the restoration of the Hayes Theatre (New York); The Shed 
(Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Lead Architect and Rockwell Group, Collaborating Architect); TED Theatre 
(Vancouver); the pro bono DineOut NYC initiative; product design for Paola Lenti; and set designs for 
more than 60 productions, both on and off-Broadway, including Kiss Me Kate, She Loves Me, Kinky 
Boots, and Hairspray. David Rockwell’s newest book, DRAMA, developed in collaboration with 
designer Bruce Mau will be published by Phaidon in the Spring. Honours and recognition include a 
Tony Award for Best Scenic Design for She Loves Me; the AIANY President’s Award; the National Design 
Award from the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum for outstanding achievement in Interior 
Design; the Pratt Legends Award; and the Presidential Design Award. 
www.rockwellgroup.com   

http://www.rockwellgroup.com/


 

 
Press Information  
For further information and hi-res images please contact:  
Maggie Scaife maggie@tomorrowpr.co.uk  
W: +44 (0) 207 249 7409 
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